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We report BVR photometry of the V1343 Aql= SS 433 miroquasar at dierent phases of
the 13-day orbital yle for the 1986-1990 observing seasons. The data inlude ve omplete
yles of the 163
d
preession period of the system. We obtain mean light urves and olor-
olor diagrams with the orbital period for all intervals of preession phases. The optial
omponent of the lose binary system (CBS) lls its ritial Rohe lobe and loses mass on
the thermal relaxation time sale. Gaseous ow show up atively in the system and ativity
manifestations dier substantially at dierent preession phases.
The ollimated relativisti jets perpendiular to the plane of the disk appear to be
assoiated with superritial aretion onto the ompat relativisti objet in the massive
CBS, whih shows up in the shapes of the light urves at dierent orbital and preession
phases. An analysis of olor indies onrmed the earlier disovered peuliarities of the
system ( [1℄): (1) A "disk orona"around the ompat objet. (2) Phase shifts between
orbital light urves and dierent heights of light maxima for dierent passbands and at all
phases of the 163
d
preession period.
The BVR light urves of the CBS V1343 Aql= SS 433 are qualitatively similar, the depth
of the primary minimum (the elipse of the aretion disk of the system by it normal
- star omponent) during the observing seasons onsidered was of about 0
m
.65÷0
m
.75,
0
m
.50÷0
m
.60, and 0
m
.35÷0
m
.45 in the B, V, and R passbands, respetively. The light urves
vary with the preession phase in what must be a manifestation of the ativity of gaseous
ows of the CBS and their ative interation with the oating aretion disk whose position
in spae is related with the orientation of relativisti jets.
The phase shifts of orbital light urves and dierent heights of light maxima onrm
the asymmetry of the brightness distribution in the aretion disk and the fat that the
downstream side of the AD (with respet to orbital motion) is brighter than the upstream
side.
Of onsiderable interest and value are multiolor photometri observations of SS 433 [1℄,
[11℄), beause most of the extensive V-band, and muh sarer B and R-band observations
2of this unique objet were made in only, mostly the V-band, lter [3℄; [4℄; [5℄; [6℄;
The olor variations of the star with the orbital and preession periods at Min I and Min
II have been onrmed onlusively during the observing seasons onsidered .
[1℄ obtained a number of original results obtained for the rst time with the AZT-11
telesope equipped with a ve-olor UBVRI photometer of the Helsinki University [7℄; [1℄;
[8℄ with a large aperture.
The devie an be used to perform synhronous polarimetri and photometri
observations in ve bands lose to the standard bands of the Johnson's UBVRI system, whih
is very important for a quantitative and qualitative omparison with other observations made
in the same photometri systems.
During the 1986-1990 observing period a series of ve to seven outbursts ourred in
eah observing season (espeially in 1988) with the V-band amplitudes ranging from ∼0
m
.30
to ∼0
m
.50. Optial outbursts of SS 433 had almost uniform distribution of preession phases
during these observing seasons.
Observations were performed on time sales of fast variability with exposures ranging
from 90s to 180s on time intervals from 1 to 2.5 hours during the night.
The small amplitude of B-V olor index variations shows up onspiuously in the olor-
index diagrams. It is evidently due to the relatively small B-V olor dierenes between the
thermal ontinuum emitted by the bright optial star and dierent parts of the aretion
disk of the system ( [1℄), beause above 20000 K (B-V) olors are pratially independent of
temperature.
Note that the behavior of periodi light variations of SS 433 during these observing
seasons qualitatively agrees with the data by other authors for the period from 1978 through
1990, suggesting a ertain stability of regular light variations of the system with the periods
of 163
d
.34 (the preession period, the amplitude∆V∼=0m.75÷0m.85) and 13d.086 (the orbital
period, the orresponding amplitude is ∆V∼=0m.75÷0m. 85).
We also studied the nutation light urve of the objet based on observations made in
1986-1990, i.e., the light urve of variations that remain after the subtration of preession
and orbital variations and folded with the nutation period of 6.28 d. The omputed ephemeris
for the maximum light of nutation variations is ( [9℄):
Max = JD2450000d.94 + 6d.2877E
3[10℄ pointed out that one of the most salient features of the behavior of relativisti
jets as a funtion of the phase of the nutation yle is the sharp inrease of the equivalent
width Wλ of relativisti lines at the bending points of the radial-veloity urves and that
this this eet is espeially onspiuous at phases ∼ ψ=0.00, where jets are most inlined
to the line of sight of a terrestrial observer. Moreover, at these phases variation of the angle
between the line of sight and diretion of the jet is little aeted by the preession motion
of relativisti jets and the angle onsidered varies mostly due to nutational osillation of
the jets. Unpreditable enhanements of line omponents are sometimes observed at other
nutational phases (e.g., the H
−
α line). There is a viewpoint that these features are due to the
nonstationary nature of the ativity of SS 433 and strong variations of the mass-loss rates
in relativisti jets. However, on the other hand, there may be other singular points besides
the bending points on the radial-veloity urves, e.g., self-rossing points of the jets of
the gaseous stream.
[11℄ also pointed out the above property of the trajetories of the partiles of the gaseous
stream in a CBS  the intersetion (even in the elestial-mehanis approximation). The
fat that ballisti trajetories of stream partiles interset may prove to be one of the fators
onduive to the formation of irregularities in the gaseous jet, whih result in sintillations
of the brightness of the hot spot that forms where the jet enounters the disk-like envelope
of the relativisti objet of the CBS, and also in the ase of self-rossing of the jet trajetory
inluding the portions of the ollimated-jet trajetory near T3 phase (more preisely, at
phases ψ = 0.03− 0.15).
[12℄; [13℄ and [14℄ in his review point out various gaseous-ow instabilities near the
ompat objet in the CBS. The above authors also point out that observed manifestations
of gas ows inlude quasi-periodi osillations of aretion rate Ì and the rate of hange of
the angular momentum, J, of the matter loated in the viinity of the seondary omponent
of the CBS. The omputed density, veloity, and temperature elds were used to determine
the emission proles of the Hβ and establish that line wings form in the region near the
aretor and that their broadening is determined by high veloities of the gas ow in the
areting matter and in the disk. Gas veloities near the aretor are more than 10
times higher than than the average gas veloity in the system [13℄.
It was also established earlier that gas in the jet onentrates in individual
louds [16℄; [15℄; [17℄) a pattern, whih is onsistent with the senario proposed to explain
4the observed data points with somewhat higher-than-average amplitude at preession phases
ψ=0.02-0.16 (and at dierent orbital phases φ) in SS 433.
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